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TENDER CALL NOTICE

No. 1319 Date. 03-11-2017

State Institute for Development of Arts & Crafts (SIDAC) on behalf of Handlooms, Textiles & Handicrafts Department, Govt. of Odisha is going to organise 12th TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA from 15th to 27th December 2017 at Janata Maidan, Bhubaneswar. Sealed Tenders in two bids—“Prequalification Bid” & “Financial Bid” in separate sealed cover are invited from reputed firms/decorators having past experience and expertise to execute similar nature of works like construction of Stalls, Gates, P.H. Works, Electrification works, Theme Pavilion & other services in accordance with detailed design, layout & other specifications laid down in the Tender Schedule. The tender documents can be had from the office at SIDAC, Handicrafts Complex, Gandamunda, Bhubaneswar on payment of Rs. 10,000/- (Ten Thousand) only (non refundable) through DD favoring SIDAC, Bhubaneswar during office hours (10:00AM to 5:00PM) in working days till Dt. 25.11.2017 or can be downloaded from the websites www.sidacodisha.org.in and www.odisha.gov.in/textiles. In case of downloading the bid documents, the bidder has to submit the cost of tender document i.e Rs 10,000/- in shape of DD favouring SIDAC, Bhubaneswar along with the “Prequalification bid”.

The tender should reach the office of SIDAC, Handicrafts Complex, Gandamunda, Bhubaneswar latest by 1:00 PM on Dt. 27.11.2017. The “Prequalification Bids” will be opened at 3:00PM on Dt. 27.11.2017 in presence of the bidders or their representative. The “Financial Bids” will be opened at 4:30PM on Dt.27.11.2017.

The works shall have to be executed within 01.12.2017 to 13.12.2017 and handed over by 5:00 PM. on 13th December 2017. For any queries, please contact the office: SIDAC, Handicrafts Complex, Gandamunda, Bhubaneswar, Ph: (0674) 2350318.

The authority reserves the right to accept or reject any or all tender without assigning any reason thereof.

Sd/-
Spl. Secretary to Govt., HT&H Deptt.
& Member Secretary, SIDAC
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TENDER PAPERS FOR THE WORK OF
12th TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017
AT – JANATA MAIDAN, CHANDRASEKHARPUR,
BHUBANESWAR

DETAILED TENDER CALL NOTICE : Page No 3-4
GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS : Page No 5-9
DETAILS OF SPECIFICATIONS : Page No 10-12
SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES : Page No 13-39
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COST OF TENDER PAPER : Rs. 10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand ) only per each set
ISSUED TO : M/s ...........................................

............................................ against
Money Receipt No..............................
Dt..................................................

CASHIER

LAST DATE & TIME
FOR SUBMISSION OF TENDER : 27/11/2017 LATEST BY 1.00 P.M
DATE & TIME
FOR OPENING OF TENDERS : 27/11/2017 AT 3.00 P.M.

PLEASE DELIVER AT

“STATE INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ARTS & CRAFTS(SIDAC)”
HANDICRAFTS COMPLEX, GANDAMUNDA, KHANDAGIRI,
PH.NO-0674-2350318
BHUBANESWAR – 751030

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
STATE INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ARTS & CRAFTS (SIDAC) on behalf of Handlooms, Textiles & Handicrafts Department, Govt. of Odisha is going to organize **12th TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA-2017** from 15th to 27th December, 2017 in Janata Maidan, Chandrasekharpur, Bhubaneswar. Sealed Tenders in two bids "Prequalification Bid " & "Financial Bid" in separate sealed cover are invited from reputed firms/decorators having past experience and expertise to execute similar type of works like construction of stalls, Gates, theme pavilion, stage, P.H. & electrification works & other allied services in accordance with detailed design, layout & specifications laid down in the tender documents. The tender documents can be had from the Office of SIDAC, Handicrafts Complex, Gandamunda, Bhubaneswar or can be downloaded from the website www.sidacodisha.org.in and www.odisha.gov.in/textiles on payment of Rs. 10,000/- (Ten Thousand) only (non-refundable) through DD favoring SIDAC, Bhubaneswar during office hours (10:00am to 5:00pm) on working days till dt. 25.11.2017.

The Prequalification Bid must be accompanied with the following documents.

1. Cost of Tender documents of Rs. 10,000/- (non refundable) in shape of DD drawn on any Nationalized Bank/ Scheduled Bank in favour of **State Institute for Developments of Arts & Crafts, Bhubaneswar payable at Bhubaneswar**. In case of purchase of tender documents, original money receipt to be enclosed.

2. EMD of Rs. 2,40,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs Forty Thousand only) in shape of DD drawn in any Nationalized Bank / Scheduled Bank in favour of **State Institute for Developments of Arts & Crafts, Bhubaneswar, payable at Bhubaneswar**.

3. Self attested photocopy of valid TIN registration certificate of similar nature of works and valid VAT Clearance Certificate up to 31.03.2017.


5. Self attested photocopy of Service Tax Registration certificate, up-to-date return copies and service tax deposit challan as proof of the annual turnover till 2016-2017. The copy of last return of service tax i.e., June-2017 Quarter.

6. Self attested copy of the Work Order & Completion certificates confirming execution of three similar National/International faires or similar assignment worth of Rs. 50.00 lakhs (Rupees Fifty lakhs) or more in a single work order and its completion certificates in last seven years (up to 31/10/2017) in Govt. or Govt. aided organizations

   Or

   Two similar completed works costing not less than Rs.60 Lakhs (Rupees sixty Lakhs) or more in a single work order and its completion certificates executed in last seven years (up to 31/10/2017) in Govt. or Govt. aided organizations.

   Or

   One similar completed works costing not less than Rs.100 Lakhs (Rupees One hundred Lakhs) or more in a single work order and its completion certificates
executed in last seven years (up to 31/10/2017) in Govt. or Govt. aided organizations.
7. Self attested photocopy of valid electrical license from Competent Authority or authorization from any registered electrical contractor having experience in executing such type of works for execution of electrical work. In case of authorization from any registered electrical contractor, the self-attested copy of the valid electrical license of contractor has to be submitted.

8. Audited Statement of accounts (Balance Sheet & Profit Loss account) of the firm for similar nature of business showing turn over not less than 1 Crore for each of last 3 financial years and IT Return acknowledgement upto Financial year 2017-18.
9. The Tenderer shall have to furnish the willingness of a Registered Security Agency along with their registration certificate and other required statutory documents necessary for a security agency.
10. The Tenderer shall have to provide services of Fire fighting personnel from a registered/duly certified/authorized fire agency with equipment and manpower along with consent letter of the agency.
11. The Tenderer shall have to furnish the willingness of a registered cleaning & sanitation personnel from a registered/duly certified/authorized cleaning & sanitation agency along with their registration certificates and other required statutory documents and consent letter from the agency.

The Financial Bid must be submitted in the prescribed format as per the tender schedule with item wise rate per unit and total financial involvement for the entire work. The tender should reach at SIDAC, Handicrafts Complex, Gandamunda, Bhubaneswar latest by 1.00 PM on 27.11.2017. The “Prequalification Bid” will be opened at 3.00 PM on dated 27.11.2017 at Conference hall of SIDAC, Bhubaneswar, in presence of the tenderers or their authorized representatives. The Financial Bid in respect of the Tenderers, qualified in Prequalification Bid will be opened at 04.30 PM on dated 27.11.2017 at the same place.

The works shall have to be executed within 01.12.2017 to 13.12.2017 and hand over by 5.00 PM on 13th December 2017. The tenderer having necessary expertise and competency to complete the job within the stipulated time should participate in the tender process.

For any further query in this regards, the interested parties may contact the Office of SIDAC, Handicrafts Complex, Gandamunda, Bhubaneswar, Ph: 0674-2350318.

The authority reserves the right to accept or reject any or all tenders without assigning any reason thereof.

Sd/-
Spcl. Secretary to Govt, HT & H Deptt.
& Member Secretary, SIDAC
GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. Sealed Tenders are invited from reputed Firms/Decorators/Contractor for construction of Theme Pavilion, Stalls, Front Gate, Stage, PH work, Electrification work and other services for the proposed 12th Toshali National Crafts Mela - 2017 to be held from 15/12/2017 to 27/12/2017 at Janata Maidan, Chandrasekharpur, Bhubaneswar.

2. The duration of the Mela shall be 13 (Thirteen) days. However, in case it is extended up to 3 (three) days, no extra payment shall be made to the Contractor/Decorator. In case the Mela extended for more than three days extra payment for each extended days(s) beyond 16 days shall be made at the rate not exceeding proportionate cost for 16 days. On completion of the Mela, the Contractor/Decorator shall have to take away all the materials within 3 (three) days and shall have to vacate the site. He shall have to pay 25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand) only per day for the days he occupies for vacating the site beyond the period allowed therefore. It is the responsibilities of the Contractor/Decorator to obtain clearance certificate from the Ground Authorities regarding clearance of the ground.

3. The Mela premises shall be formally made available to the Contractor by Mela Authority on, as is where basis is on 1st December 2017. The construction work must start immediately at site on the same day and be completed and handed over to the Mela Authority formally by 5.00 P.M. on dated 13th December, 2017 positively. The progress of the work shall be checked and supervised by officers duly nominated by the Mela Authority/Architect of the Event to ensure that the work is done as per the specifications and time schedule. Tenderers are advised to inspect the site for physical condition before tendering.

4. In case any portion of work is not completed as per laid down specifications and handed over to the Mela Authority on the due date, penalty up to 5% on the total value of work allotted/awarded will be imposed per day by the Mela Authority till completion of the job.

5. The volume and number of works may vary at discretion of the Mela Authority/Architect of the Event up to 40% of the contracted work either way, & final payment to the contractor/Decorator shall be regulated on the basis of actual work executed and on the rate(s) initially approved. For extra works (if any), the contractor/decorator will be paid separately on the basis of Mutually agreed/comparative market price/lowest tender price quoted, whichever is less duly finalised by the Mela authority.

6. The Contractor/Decorator will be responsible for up keep and maintenance of the entire work done by him till the closing of the Mela, for which, no extra payments shall be made. He shall therefore, have to ensure adequate number of carpenters/helpers to the satisfaction of the Mela Authority/Architect of the Event. Breakages and damages in any work shall immediately be settled and no extra payment will be made for any damage, breakage or loss on account of any reason or natural calamities. Lay out plans etc. of the site shall be provided by the Mela Authority. Mela Authority reserves the right to reject any or all tenders without assigning any reason or to accept any portion of the tender and award the remaining work to any other Contractor/Decorator.

7. No part of the contract will be sub-let without the prior written permission of the Mela Authority.
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8. It shall be the responsibility of the successful Tenderer to obtain requisite permission for water, electricity power, and other essential connections/services at the Mela Ground for the duration of the Mela i.e. from the date the ground is handed over to the contractor / decorator for construction to the date the ground is handed over back to the Local Authority from whom it has been taken on rent. It shall also be responsibility of the contractor /decorator to liaise with the concerned authorities and arrange all the PH, electrical connection and other amenities that may be required for running of the Mela. However, security deposits, if required, shall be made by the Mela Authority. Letters to the concerned authorities shall also be addressed by the Mela Authority. Security deposits, installation charges and consumption charges for all PH and electrical connections for the duration of the Mela while shall be paid by the Mela Authority, the contractor /decorator will however, have to pay all installation & consumption charges, both PH and electrical for the duration he takes over the ground to the time he formally hands over the complete work of the Mela to the Mela Authority.

9. The contractor shall execute the work confirming to the requirements of fire safety guidelines of NBC/Local fire authority and shall obtain the required clearance certificate from the fire authority for the infrastructure erected at the Mela ground at his own risk. However the required correspondences shall be provided by the Mela Authority to the contractor.

10. In regard to electrical fittings etc, the contractor shall have to engage qualified licensed Electrician / Contractor entitled to erect, handle and maintain high tension supply line and its up keep and maintenance.

11. In regards to sweeping and cleaning services etc. the contractor shall have to engage experienced and licensed agencies to provide such services on behalf of the contractor.

12. The contractor shall not use any materials other than those specified in tender without the prior permission of the Mela Authority/Architect of the Mela.

13. The contractor shall have to obtain the required structural stability certificate from the competent authority for the infrastructures erected at the Mela ground at his own risk. However any correspondence required from the Mela authority will be provided to the Contractor/Decorator.

14. No Advance shall be paid to the Contractor / Decorator till completion of the work and handing over to the Mela Authority. However, part payment up to 80% of the contract value of the total work may be considered for payment to the Contractor / Decorator within 3days time of the inauguration of the Mela subject to satisfactory completion of the work in due time. The balance final payment of the work will be made only after completion of the Mela and handing over of the ground to the Ground Authority (BDA).

15. All the Tenderers should fill the rate tendered in figures as well as in words. The tender form may be filled in English and all entries made by hand and written in ink. Over writings in rate is not permitted. All corrections should be attested by the tenderers with his initials as many times as corrections occur. Each page of the tender form and other related papers submitted there-with should be signed by the Tenderers. Any discrepancy in the rates written in figures and words, then rates written in word is final. Similarly discrepancy in the rates quoted for unit rate and total amount, and then the rate quoted for unit is final.
16. The Tenderers are required to deposit an earnest money of Rs.2,40,000.00 (Rupees Two lakhs Forty Thousand) only. The amount of earnest money will be accepted only in the form of Demand Draft/Bankers Cheque drawn in favour of the SIDAC, Bhubaneswar. Only those tenderers who have necessary expertise and competency in the execution of the job within the stipulated time should submit the tenders. The tender without earnest money shall not be accepted.

17. While submitting the tender, the tenderers should submit the followings in Prequalification Bids:-

   a. Cost of Tender documents of Rs. 10,000/- (non refundable) in shape of DD drawn on any Nationalized Bank/ Scheduled Bank in favour of State Institute for Developments of Arts & Crafts, Bhubaneswar payable at Bhubaneswar. In case of purchase of tender documents, original money receipt to be enclosed.

   b. EMD of Rs. 2,40,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs Forty Thousand only) in shape of DD drawn in any Nationalized Bank / Scheduled Bank in favour of State Institute for Developments of Arts & Crafts, Bhubaneswar, payable at Bhubaneswar.

   c. Self attested photocopy of valid TIN registration certificate of similar nature of works and valid VAT Clearance Certificate up to 31.03.2017.


   e. Self attested photocopy of Service Tax Registration certificate, up-to-date return copies and service tax deposit challan as proof of the annual turnover till 2016-2017. The copy of last return of service tax i.e., June-2017 Quarter.

   f. Self attested copy of the Work Order / past experience confirming execution of three similar National/International fares or similar assignment worth of Rs. 50.00 lakhs (Rupees Fifty lakhs) or more in a single work order and its completion certificates in last seven years (up to 31/10/2017) in Govt. or Govt. aided organizations

       Or

       Two similar completed works costing not less than Rs.60 Lakhs (Rupees sixty Lakhs) or more in a single work order and its completion certificates executed in last seven years (up to 31/10/2017) in Govt. or Govt. aided organizations.

       Or

       One similar completed works costing not less than Rs.100 Lakhs (Rupees One hundred Lakhs) or more in a single work order and its completion certificates executed in last seven years (up to 31/10/2017) in Govt. or Govt. aided organizations.

   g. Self attested photocopy of valid electrical license from Competent Authority or authorization from any registered electrical contractor having experience in executing such type of works for execution of electrical work. In case of authorization from any registered electrical contractor, the self-attested copy of the valid electrical license of contractor has to be submitted.

   h. Audited Statement of accounts (Balance Sheet & Profit Loss account) of the firm for similar nature of business showing turn over not less than 1 Crore for each of
last 3 financial years and IT Return acknowledgement upto Financial year 2017-18.

i. The Tenderer shall have to furnish the willingness of a Registered Security Agency along with their registration certificate and other required statutory documents necessary for a security agency.

j. The Tenderer shall have to provide services of Fire fighting personnel from a registered/duly certified/authorized fire agency with equipment and manpower along with consent letter of the agency.

k. The Tenderer shall have to furnish the willingness of a registered cleaning & sanitation personnel from a registered/duly certified/authorized cleaning & sanitation agency along with their registration certificates and other required statutory documents and consent letter from the agency.

18. The Mela Authority is not bound to accept the lowest tender and reserves the right to inspect / verify the stock of materials required for this work, in Godown of tenderers by nominating a Committee to ascertain the credibility of the firm. Further the undersigned/Mela Authority reserves the right to reject any or all tenders without assigning any reasons. Conditional tender in any form whatsoever will not be qualified/considered and will be liable for outright rejection.

19. **The successful Tenderer shall immediately and not later than the next day of intimation of acceptance of the tender, sign an agreement in Non-judicial stamp paper of appropriate value with deposit of 10%(Ten Percent) of the Contract Amount, in shape of Bank Guarantee towards performance security till completion of the works.** The performance security of 10%(Ten Percent) includes the amount deposited as EMD with the tender document. Failure to do so shall give the Mela Authority the right to revoke the acceptance of the tender without further notice to the Tenderer, forfeit the earnest money deposits and award the work to any other contractor / decorator.

20. The successful Tenderer shall have to arrange sanitary and water supply arrangements for his/their workers to avoid unhygienic condition inside the Mela ground.

21. The Earnest/Security Money of successful Tenderer will be retained for successful completion of the contract and shall be returned only after Mela is over.

22. The Tenderers shall have to quote their rates for hiring charges only inclusive of erection, transportation and dismantling, but exclusive of statutory taxes. The tenderers shall have to specify clearly the statutory taxes/GST (if any).

23. The cultural programme shall be conducted by running generator and the same is to be provided by the contractor / decorator as per requirement without any extra cost.

24. All the items of works shall be executed as per the direction of the Architect appointed by the Mela Authority and the decision of the Architect as regards to design concept is final and binding on the contractor / decorator. The drawings provided in the tender document are conceptual only and may vary during execution as per site condition or requirement of the Mela Authority and the contractor shall have to execute the works accordingly without any extra claims.
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25. The Tenderers are required to **quote their rates per unit for entire period of the Mela.**

26. The contractor / decorator shall ensure the security agency engaged by him/them posses all statutory criteria laid down by Govt.

27. The contractor / decorator shall have to liaison and obtain the required clearance of Fire, Police and Structural stability etc. from competent authorities. However, required letters to the concerned authorities shall be addressed / issued by the Mela Authority.

28. Any Disputes arising out of the contract, the Decision of the Commissioner-cum-Secretary to Government, Handlooms, Textiles and Handicrafts, Govt. of Odisha shall be final & binding.

28. **The Mela Authority will read and include the Commissioner Cum Secretary to Government, Handlooms, Textiles & Handicrafts Department, Government of Odisha and Chairperson, Toshali National Crafts Mela-2017.**

Sd/-
Spcl. Secretary to Govt, HT & H Deptt. & Member Secretary, SIDAC

The structures should be steady and neatly finished. The basic structure is to be constructed with Balli Pillars and the rafter and purlins with bamboo at a distance not less than 2’ in confirmation with drawings. The roof is to be covered with good quality tarpaulin and roofing material as specified in drawings / schedule and should be without any imperfection and holes to prevent leakages of water in the advant of rains in order to protect the products of the participants. Sufficient slope is to be provided to ensure water drainage in case of rains. Proper bracings at a distance of 1’ (both vertical and horizontal) with 19mm block board/Ply on top should be constructed to give platform enough strength and to withhold the anticipated crowd to the Mela. The approved quality synthetic carpet should be laid over the platform. The gap between ground and platform should be covered with 4-mm ply/cloth with painting according to design or as directed by Mela Authority/Architect of the Event.

All visible stall backsides to be painted/designed with motifs of approved design.

The back and side walls should be made of 4’x4’ frame work of not less than 3” x 1” vertical and at least 1” horizontal frame work covered with 4 mm. Ply board on both sides or as per approved drawings. Dividing walls should also be made as per the above specifications. The minimum height of the walls from platform should be as per drawing. The new cloth ceiling of approved shade/colour with necessary wooden frame work should be fixed at appropriate height. A step at the entrance should be provided to enable the visitors to the Mela in case it is required. The frontage and top covering should be provided in conformity to the approved designs.

Sale counter and cash counter is to be fabricated either with iron folded table or with 18 mm. Commercial block board/wooden post and shelve/similar nature of materials as per site requirement and properly painted/covered with approved shade, colour or fabric or any other approved material as per approved drawing/as directed by the Architect/Mela Authority.

Storage racks should be provided in each stall/pavilion and should be fabricated either with iron folded racks or with commercial block board/wooden post and shelves/similar material or three tier storage racks covering with cloth as specified in drawings or as directed by the Architect/Mela Authority.

The State name and Stall serial number of the stalls shall be written on vinyl snickering over sunboard and fixing the board to the stall fascia conforming to the design or as directed by the Architect/Mela Authority.

Adequate nos. of Fire Extinguishers as approved by Fire Authority shall have to be installed both for common and electrical fire safety. Similarly, adequate nos. of buckets (specially designed for firefighting) containing water and sand to be installed. They should be installed at places as directed by the Fire Authority. The electrical installation must conform to relevant IS Code and the work should be carried out only the competent licensed Electrical engineer. The Contractor shall have to obtain the Fire Safety Certificate at his own risk from the concerned fire authority. Electrical light and fan fittings to be provided with necessary wiring on main line separately for (a) fan (b) light (c) night lamp, distribution and point wiring including switch, main switch etc., using ISI standard wire and light fittings complete as may be approved by the local electrical authority. All fittings should be properly
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focused to enable enough/proper lighting at the sales counter and general lighting at the stall/pavilion.

The nos. of electrical fittings will be provided as specified in tender schedule under the items of the works or as Directed by the Architect/Mela Authority.

Contractor should provide requisite number of Inverters as stand by so as to provide connections to the number of lights as required for stage, VIPs Lounge and Control room, in the case of power failures. Cost of the inverters should be covered while quoting per sq. ft. rate for such items. The capacity of the invertors must be such as to meet the load of the above requirement.

All electrical works including fittings and fixtures and wiring must be done through a licensed Electrical Contractor borne in the current approved list of PWD (Electrical/CPWD, etc) who will submit and obtain necessary approvals and submit TEST FORM to Executive Engineers, CESU / Electrical Inspector Govt. of Odisha (Electrical for Power connections).

The Contractor shall quote rental for the following items for the duration of the Mela. The rental shall be inclusive of all wiring, trenches inclusive of all cabling from switch transformer to boards, distribution boards for each cluster of shops to main panel board for three phase meter for requisite power load inclusive of all equipment structures and fittings as required for the electric supply and contact from the supply terminal to and inclusive of distribution board for a cluster of shops as approved. Installation of transformer(s) shall also be the responsibility of the contractor. He shall also supply fix and maintain HRC fuses. TP switches fuse kits, DP switch fuses, porcelain Kit-kat etc., required for the distribution of power to individual shops. Complete safety measures shall be adopted and all cable joints etc., properly earthed with copper conductor and sufficient earthing pits provided under direction and approval of the Mela Authority/CESU. The rental shall include constant attendance of the qualified and experienced electrician for the maintenance and service (entirely at the cost of the contractor) as required, i.e. minimum 6 numbers of electrician in A shift (5 am to 1 pm), 15 numbers of electricians in B shift (1 pm to 9 pm) and 6 numbers of electricians in C shift (9 pm to 5 am) along with supervisors in all shift to technically guide the technicians in proper uniform bearing the logo “ELECTRICIAN OF MELA” having license / certificates to entitle to handle and maintain such electrical arrangements. The temporary electrical connection and consumption charges required for construction period shall be obtained by the contractor at his own risk and cost. In case it is provided by the Mela Authority then consumption charges for the duration of the Mela shall however be borne by the Contractor / Decorator.

Besides the Tube light (T5)/LED / CFL light, spot lights, fans etc. mentioned in the general construction, the contractor / decorator has to provide the lighting arrangements as per the requirements of the Mela ground. Providing and fixing Halogen light outdoor type water proof fittings complete the underground wiring and steel fixing brackets of 75mm x 6 mtrs high (‘A’ class steel poles duly painted black or as per instruction of the Mela Authority. Providing and fixing T5/LED / CFL light etc. in the parking area. WC bathroom, etc., as per the instructions of the Mela Authority. The number of lights should be sufficient to avoid darkness and as per instructions given by Mela Authority. Complete public address system with a powerful (PA 60) switch over type amplifier with 2 microphones, tape player and 20 numbers loudspeakers strategically placed on the ground and parking area is to be provided. **A full time operator and a full time announcer as approved by Mela Authority shall be provided by the Contractor / Decorator to operate the Sound System, play cassettes of recorded instrumental music and to announce the required information as & when required.** The control, amplifier etc will be located in or near the office as specified / directed by Mela Authority/Architect of the event.
Construction of office, Logistic stalls, Institutional and other stalls and pavilions shall be executed as specified in the tender schedule and design concept etc. and as directed by the Mela Authority/Architect of the Mela. A separate toilet attached to the office and VIP lounge to be provided with all required sophisticated fittings and fixtures. Apart from the above the contractor / decorator shall have to provide one set of Computer with one Programmer-cum-Operator for full time of Mela for required Data Entry and official works. The Logistic stalls and Institutional stalls should be provided with required furniture and fixtures as specified in the tender schedule or as directed by the competent authority.

A Theme Pavilion as per specification and as per approved design with provision of minimum 3000 sft usable area for exclusive showcasing of Prakruti (Nature) in Handicrafts & Handloom of the state with a tagline ”Nature in Handicrafts & Handloom” and as directed by Mela Authority at Mela site. The size and specification of the structure will be as specified and as per approved design and drawing or as directed by Architect.

A Garage for fire attendees is to be provided as per tender schedule or as directed by the Fire Authority at site. Construction of First-Aid Centre shall be as per logistic requirement with provision of one medical bed, one fridge and deep green door /window cotton and as directed by the First-Aid Authority.

An exclusive stall with 15 nos. of wheel chair with two attendees shall be provided for Universal accessibility.

The above specifications are the minimum requirements. Further instructions on the spot will be given by the First-Aid/Fire/Bank/PO/Police/Different Committee Head, in case any deviation is deemed necessary. No extra payment shall be made to the contractor decorator for all such addition/alterations.

**FOOD COURT:** Size and specification of such stalls with kitchen as per approved design and as specified in the schedule of work. The walls and ceiling of the Kitchen to be made with GCI Sheets of steel structures required as per Fire safety norms. Electrical wirings inside the stalls should be done in such a manner so as to avoid the fire hazards. Flooring should be leveled and raised with 3” bricks or as specified in the tender schedule or as directed by the competent authority at site.

A proper stage and dais as specified in tender schedule should be provided with required furniture and fixtures. Any deviation required at site may duly attended by the Contractor / Decorator for which no extra payment shall be considered.

All the material used for construction of stalls and pavilions etc., should meet the approval of the Mela Authority/Architect/Committee Head. Notwithstanding anything contained in the aforesaid clauses and in the accompanying schedules, the Mela Authority is competent to effect change of the venue and to the schedules accordingly or even cancel the Mela before the work is formally awarded and the contractor / decorator shall not have any claim against the Mela Authority for the preliminary work(s) or any other expenses incurred by the contractor / decorator in connection with this tendering for the work and further proceedings thereon until such alternation or cancellation.

Sd/-
Spcl. Secretary to Govt, HT & H Deptt.
& Member Secretary, SIDAC
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**SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES FOR THE 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA-2017 AT JANATA MAIDAN, CHANDRASEKHARPUR, BHUBANESWAR.**

(Hiring charges/Rates should be quoted for the entire period of Mela inclusive of erection, Transportation and dismantling but exclusive of taxes.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Item with Specification</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Rate/Unit (In figure &amp; words)</th>
<th>Amount INR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stall for Handicraft</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>nos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size 100 sft. Per stall (10'X10') in cluster as per design &amp; Layout.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Platform:</strong> Platform on strong wooden base of 6&quot; height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted/Covered up with the fabrics to match the theme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Partitions and Structure:</strong> Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing &amp; design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Fascia:</strong> Framed and designed ,Slope roof decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Handloom or Handicraft Patterns/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design. Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters) The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Counter:</strong> 1 No. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and Required painting as per design of Size –8’ X 2’ X 2’6”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Roofing:</strong> Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Furnishings:</strong> 2 Chair and Front Screen Ceiling Fan – 1 No. CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 4nos. 5A switch and socket – 1 No. 3 tier racks with cloth covering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1a **Stall for ITDC and OTDC**
Size: 200 sqft per stall (20' X 10') in clusters as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted

**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia:** Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned Flex printing/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Counter:**
1 No. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and Required painting as per design of Size – 16' X 2' X 2'6"

**Roofing:**
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling

**Furnishings:**
4 Chair and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 2 Nos.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 8nos.
5A switch and socket – 1 No.
3 tier racks with cloth covering

1b **Stall for Utkalika**
Size: 800 sqft per stall (20' X 40') in clusters as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted
Partitions and Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Fascia: Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned Flex printing/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Counter:
5 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and Required painting as per design of Size – 8' X 2' X 2'6"

Roofing
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

Furnishings:
8 Chair and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 5 Nos.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 32 nos.
5A switch and socket – 3 No.
3 tier racks with cloth covering as per requirement.

2 Stall for Handlooms
Size: 150 sqft per stall (15' X 10') in clusters as per design & layout

Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia:** Framed and designed sloped roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned Flex printing/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Counter:**
1 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size – 12’ X 2’ X 2’6”

**Roofing:**
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

**Furnishings:**
4 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 2 No.
CFL /LED/T5 tube light - 8nos.
5A switch and socket – 1 No.
3 tier racks with cloth covering

2a **Stall for Amlan & Sambalpuri bastralaya**
Size: 800 sqft per stall (20’ X 40’) in clusters as per design & layout 2 nos.

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted

**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Fascia: Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with applique/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Counter:
5 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size – 8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with handloom Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

Furnishings:
8 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 6 No.
CFL/LED lamps /T5 tube light - 32 nos.
15A/5A switch and socket – 3 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering as per requirement

2b Stall for Boyanika
Size: 1000 sqft per stall (20’ X 50’) in clusters as per design & layout

Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted

Partitions and Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Fascia: Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned Flex printing/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters)
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Counter:**
6 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size –8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

**Roofing:**
Tarpaulin roofing with handloom Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

**Furnishings:**
10 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan - 10 No.
CFL/LED/ T5 tube light - 40 nos.
15A/5A switch and socket – 4 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering as per requirement

2c **Stall for Fab India**
Size: 800 sqft per stall (20’ X 20’) in clusters as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet and the border to be painted

**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia:** Framed and designed ,slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned Flex printing/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Counter:**
4 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size –8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

**Roofing:**
Tarpaulin roofing with handloom Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

**Furnishings:**

4 Chairs and Front Screen  
Ceiling Fan – 4 No.  
CFL lamps /LED/T5 tube light - 24 nos.  
15A/5A switch and socket – 2 Nos.  
3 tier racks with cloth covering as per requirement

### 3 Demonstration Stall:  
*(One for Handicraft & One for handloom zone)*

- **Size:** 300 sqft per stall circular/rectangular structure as per design & layout  
- **Platform:** Stepped platform on strong wooden base covered with matching carpet
- **Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia (if required):** Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders as per theme fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with jute string rope, thermocol motif and P.O.P. followed by Metallic external weather paint to provide the aesthetic look as per design.  
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Roofing:**

Tarpauline roofing with metallic colour over POP Finish on hessian cloth over necessary frame work as required for the designed shape of the roof/fabric roofing with suitable border designs over it as per design and same for internal roof.

**Furnishings:**

- Ceiling Fan – 1 No.  
- CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 10 nos.  
- 5A switch and socket – 1 No.
4 Food Court

a Size: 132 sqft per stall (11' X 12') in clusters as per design & layout

Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height covered with matching carpet

Partitions and Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Fascia: Framed and designed, slope / flat decorative flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with applique/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Counter:
1 No. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size –8' X 2' X 2'6"

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with Hessian Cloth, POP finish & Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

Furnishings:
Ceiling Fan – 1 No.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 4nos.
5A/15 A switch and socket – 3 No.
2 tier racks with cloth covering if required

b Kitchen for food court

Bamboo Bullah structure, tin roofing and tin walling for kitchen shed – 11’ X 12’. Adequate and round the clock water supply & water connection to each stall and common washing area. Provision of 2 tables of size – 4’X2’x2’6” and 2 nos. and chair

Furnishings:
15A switch and socket – 2 Nos.
T5 tube light - 4 nos.

30 nos.

c Miscellaneous works in Food court area

Banquet chair with cover
450 nos.

Round table with frill & cover
90 nos.

20

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Platform for eating (standing type) of 1'6" wide and 3' ht with waterproof & thick plastic cover over it for washable purpose

Barricading of food court area with bamboo jally with touch wood finishing of 600 rft. and 3' ht.

Big Dustbins (100 ltr capacity) of bamboo net/Designer PVC

Synthetic Green net carpeting in the entire food court area

**d Drinking water kiosk**

Size: 100 sqft per stall (10' X 10') as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height

**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Roofing:**

Tarpaulin roofing with Flex on outer side and cotton cloth in interior ceiling

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Furnishings:**

2 Chairs

Ceiling Fan – 1 No.

CFL/LED/ T5 tube light - 4 nos.

15A/5A switch and socket – 1 Nos.

Counter Table 1No of Size 8'0" X 2'0" X 2'6" covered with cloth as per design.

**5 Logistics Stalls**

Size: 150 sqft per stall (15' X 10') as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height covered with matching carpet and border to be painted or covered with matching cloth.
**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia:** Framed and designed, Slope roof decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Handloom or Handicraft Patterns/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and Required Patterns over P.O.P. finish / Patterned flex designs/ Fabric (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Counter:**
1 No. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and jhoti painting as per design of Size – 8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

**Roofing:**
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling

**Furnishings:**
4 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 1 No.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 6 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 3 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering if required

**Control Room and Office**
Size: 1800 sqft per stall (60’ X 30’) as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet and border to be painted

**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.
Fascia: Framed and designed, transparent glass panels on front and sides. Slope roof decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with patterned flex/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design or as directed by the Architect. The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth over necessary bamboo frame and ground support / Decorative cloth with cornices and mouldings as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

Furnishings:
Storage cabinet - 2 nos
20 banquet Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 12 No.
CFL/T5 tube light - 32 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 3 Nos.
2-Office chairs (with wheels) and 2-tables with suitable covers
3 tier racks with cloth covering if required

Conference hall- VIP & Press Lounge with 02 Nos attached toilet
(Size-50’x30’) with 1’-0” height wooden platform, carpeting, 02 Nos attached toilet with all fittings, venyl panelling octonom walling, Tower AC 3 ton etc., Screen cover on walls. Four sets of sofa with centre table, service table, room freshner, mosquito repellent (Elect) cloth ceiling, Wooden batten, Pipili/Theme based Lamp shed hanged on front side (As per design).
Sophisticated Attached toilets for Press & VIP lounges with tiled flooring and appropriate structure for walling, ceiling, P.H. fitting, sanitary fittings, wash basins, water connection to each toilet, sewerage pit, overhead tank with adequate water supply with 1 No.. sweepers to keep the toilet clean with bleaching powder, phenyl as per requirement etc.

Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet and border to be painted

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Partitions and Structure: Bamboo framed Structure with 6mm. thick ply with wooden frame of 8' height. Octanorm partition structure with vinyl panelling on sides including movable internal partition upto 7' ht. and internal walling with hessain cloth and decorative motif/painting and glass on front side.

Fascia: Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with applique/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design. Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required. The top border below roof with wooden/bamboo jalli (As per designs)
The name of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard.

Counter and storage cabinet (as per requirement)

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

Furnishings:
50 banquet Chairs, 6 centre tables and Front Screen 1Nos Office Table, 1 Executive Chair, 4Nos Guest Chair Ceiling Fan – 12 Nos.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 32 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 4 Nos.

Institutional stalls
Size: 150 sqft per stall (10' X 15') as per design & layout

Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6" height covered with matching carpet

Partitions and Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Fascia: Framed and designed, slope decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with applique/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required (As per designs of various clusters)
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Counter:**
1 No. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and jhoti painting as per design of Size ~8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

**Roofing:**
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling

**Furnishings:**
4 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 2 No.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 8nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 3 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering if required

**Departmental Info Stall (Handloom, Handicraft & Sericulture)**
Size: 625 sqft per stall (25’ X 25’) as per design & layout

**Platform:** Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet

**Partitions and Structure:** Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia:** Framed and designed decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned flex/patch/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required (As per designs of various clusters) framework for fixing of flexes, keeping and hanging of Handicraft/Handloom items as per requirement.
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.
Counter:
2 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and jhoti painting as per design of Size –8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling with required design pattern as per the drawing or as directed by the Architect.

Furnishings:
6 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 4 No.
LED/CFL/T5 tube light - 24 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 3 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering if required

Demo Kiosks for students of SIDAC
Size: 300 sqft per stall as per design & layout 5 nos.
Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet
Partitions and Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.
Fascia (if required): Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders as per theme fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with jute string rope, thermocol motif and P.O.P. followed by Metallic external weather paint to provide the aesthetic look as per design.
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Roofing:
Tarpauline roofing with metallic colour over POP Finish on hessian cloth over necessary frame work as required for the designed shape of the roof/fabric roofing with suitable border designs over it as per design and same for internal roof.
Counter:
2 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size – 8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

Furnishings:
4 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 2 No.
T5 tube light - 12 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 3 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering if required

Exclusive stall for Mens’/Women’s/Kid’s wear
Size: 1100 sqft per stall (55’ X 20’) as per design & layout

Platform: Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet

Partitions and Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Fascia: Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned flex/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required (As per designs of various clusters)
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Counter:
4 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size – 8’ X 2’ X 2’6” or as per requirement.

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling

Furnishings:
8 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 6 Nos.
LED/CFL/T5 tube light - 24 nos. (Besided Special lights as per requirement)
5A/15A switch and socket – 4 Nos.

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
3 tier racks with cloth covering as per requirement.

**Trial room**: 36 Sq.ft.
(6’ X 6’) as per design & layout

1 nos.

**Platform**: Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet

**Partitions and Structure**: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

**Fascia**: Framed and designed, Slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned flex/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required (As per designs of various clusters)

The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

**Roofing**:
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling

**Furnishings**:
6’0” X 2’6” X 2Nos Mirror with attached back support

Ceiling Fan – 1 Nos.

CFL light 65 watt – 2 nos. (Beside Special lights as per requirement)

Dress hanger with attachement system to wall-02nos

**Stall for GOI organisation**.

Size: 150 sqft per stall (10’ X 10’) as per design & layout

5 nos.

**Platform**: Platform on strong wooden base of 6” height covered with matching carpet

**Partitions and Structure**: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with octanorm sections fitted with 6mm thick ply/vinyl panels with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority.

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Fascia: Framed and designed, slope roof with decorative Flex/fabric roofing of the entire roof area with suitable and perfect borders with Patterned flex/murals/showpieces fixed over/top of it as per design.

Decorative pillars as per design with wooden bullah and P.O.P. if required (As per designs of various clusters)
The name and no. of the stall shall be written by vinyl stickering over sunboard of required size as per approved design and drawing.

Counter:
1 Nos. Wooden counter with appropriate colour cloth cover and painting as per design of Size – 8’ X 2’ X 2’6”

Roofing:
Tarpaulin roofing with Cloth / Cotton cloth as interior ceiling

Furnishings:
2 Chairs and Front Screen
Ceiling Fan – 2 Nos.
T5 tube light - 6 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 2 Nos.
3 tier racks with cloth covering if required

6 Vending Zone
4000 sft. (as per design) to be well demarcated with 6' ht. rear and side walling with bamboo frame and coloured fabric, partition walls upto 3' ht., separate passage and to be numbered serially.

7a Main Entrance Gate with Side panels.
Size: As per Drawing, design and direction of Architect.
Bamboo framed structures with required Bamboo strips/ bamboo mats to get the initial shape including all animal/bird motifs. The finish shall include weather coat colouring over POP to be applied over jhut string ropes fixed over the bamboo mat with required internal decorations and internal lighting, monumental lightings as required for the work complete.

7b Extra Exit Gates (Swosti Premium Side & Gandhi Park side)
Size: As per Drawing, design and direction of Architect.

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Bamboo framed structures with required Bamboo strips/bamboo mats to get the initial shape, plywood and wood batten. Finishing with thermocol, POP etc for moulding and motifs, painted with weather coat.

7c Road Side gate (Opposite- Nalco & Sandys' tower of Nandankanan road)
Size: As per Drawing, design and direction of Architect.
Structures of bamboo, plywood and wood batten. Finishing with thermocol, POP etc for moulding and motifs, painted with weather coat etc. complete as per the direction of the Mela Authority/Architect.

2 nos.

7d Decorating the existing Gate
Size: As per Drawing, design and direction of Architect.
Structures of bamboo, plywood and wood batten. Finishing with thermocol, POP etc for moulding and motifs, painted with weather coat etc. complete as per the direction of the Mela Authority/Architect.

1 nos.

7e Food Court Side Exit Gate
Size: As per Drawing, design and direction of Architect.
Structures of bamboo, plywood and wood batten. Covered with designed flex.

1 nos.

8 Barricading:

a Food Court- Bamboo jalli/Pre-painted MS Jalli with suitable pillars for strengthening (min 3'-0" height)

1800 sft

b At sitting zone and Cultural area - Outside Strong barricading with Bullah/Bamboo/Pre-painted MS Jalli and fabric for safety purpose (min 7'-0" height)

1000 rft.

c Cultural Area & Handloom Zone partition - Outside Strong barricading with bullah, bamboo covered with both side fabric of dark colour. (10'0" height)

400 rft.

d At sitting zone and Cultural area - Internal zones to be demarcated with barricading by Heavy duty Iron/Steel/Aluminum Grill with stand (min 3'-0" height)

1000 rft.

e Barricading Official parking area with cotton cover of 3'0" ht.

400 rft.
9a **Boundary Wall (One side design):**
   i  Front side Structure : Structure of bamboo, Hessian Cloth mounted on wood battens as per design and motives (one side) for the rest (painted with cement and weather coat as per design) of Height- 8’ and GCI sheet if required  
      400 rft.
   ii  Structure of bamboo, Hessian Cloth mounted on wood battens as per design and motives (one side) for the rest (painted with cement and weather coat as per design) of Height- 5’.  
      1000 rft.

9b **Boundary Wall (Both side design):**
   i  Structure of bamboo, Hessian Cloth mounted on wood battens as per design and motives (one side) for the rest (painted with cement paint and weather coat as per and Height- 8’)
      1000 rft.
   ii  Structure of bamboo, Hessian Cloth mounted on wood battens as per design and motives (one side) for the rest (painted with cement and weather coat as per design) of Height- 4’.
      200 rft.

9c **Boundary Wall (Entry to clusters and stalls):**
   Structure of bamboo/Hessian Cloth mounted on wood battens as per design and motives (both side) for the rest (painted with cement paint and weather coat as per and Height 4’)
   700 rft.

9d All Visible stall backsides to be covered with wall mural/ painting & fixing.
   2000 sft.

10 **Fire brigade garage with space for fire men stay**
Size 40’-0” x 18’-0” Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, partition/side walls with wooden frame of required height covered with approved coloured fabrics as per drawing & design complete and as directed by Architect/Mela Authority with waterproof roofing, 4side walling, drinking water, ceiling fan – 2 Nos, 2x 40w tube light – 4sets & 5Amp. Plug point-4Nos. with switch etc. complete.
   1 nos.

11 **Theme pavilion- 'Prakruti (Nature) in Handicrafts & Handloom'**
Size- 3000 sft. Of shape as per design with 1’0” ht. Platform and to be made as per design.
   1 nos.

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
Structure: Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah/MS Framed structure along with bamboo strips, bamboo mats as required to give the stable shape of the structure.

Materials to be used: The finish shall include weather coat colouring over POP to be applied over jhut string ropes, Hessian cloth, bamboo mat with required internal decorations and internal lighting, monumental lightings as required for the work complete. The bottom of the petals will be wrapped with fabric of approved design & colour etc. complete as per drawing and as directed by Architect/Mela authority.

Theme based display over the platform and to be made with batten framing and ply covering and painting with appropriate colour and material.

Furnishings:
Sufficient focus lights to highlight the demonstration & display
Theme based lights/ lantern with bulb as required
5A/15A switch and socket – 4 Nos.
Comptalux bulbs - as required

12 Main stage
Platform: Size 60’X40’X4’0” with risers on both side to be erected with fabricated structure and 19mm ply mounting. Extra 10’x30’ to give T-shape platform for Ramp show with required lighting during the ramp show

To be made as per design and direction of Architect.
Backdrop: Wooden frame, Plaster of Paris, Plywood, cloth, Thermocol, handloom designed fabric, coloured, threads, yarns, painted with appropriate paint wherever required and with colour highlighting as per approved drawing and design or as directed by architect/Mela authority.

Stage backdrop: The stage and backdrop will be designed with three dimensional props. The backdrop and the entire stage will give the feeling of handloom, handicraft art design which will be made out of fabric, yarn, thread, ply, jalli, POP and thermocol. All steps leading to the stage will have railing. Flooring & steps to be carpeted. Front & side base of the stage will be a combination of thermocol and flex and a provision of riser on both the side of the stage for musicians.

The backdrop should be Black cloth masking with bamboo, bullha & batten structure as per design

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
13 **Green room**

a 2 nos. of Green rooms of size 20’ X 20’ with corridor in between of 8’0” and each with 6” Platform, bamboo and bullah structure, tarpauline roofing, matching carpet, 4 Side vinyl panelling wall, flex, cloth ceiling, and to be completed as per design

b 2 nos. of drawing room of 20’x10’ each with 6” Platform, bamboo and bullah structure, tarpauline roofing, matching carpet, 4 Side venyl panelling wall, flex, cloth ceiling, Big size Pipili Umbrella and to be completed as per design

c Steel Cushion Chair

d Sofa set (3 seater)

e Sofa set (1 seater)

f Centre table 3 Nos.

g Plastic Chair

h Sophisticated Attached toilets for Green rooms with appropriate structure for walling, ceiling, P.H. fitting, sanitary fittings, wash basins, water connection to each toilet, sewerage pit, overhead tank with adequate water supply with 1 No. sweepers to keep the toilet clean with bleaching powder, phenyl as per requirement etc. (in two locations)

i T5 tubelight /CFL/LED

j Ceiling fan

k Dressing table with mirror

l Service table

m Adequate numbers of Room Freshener and Mosquito repellent (elect.)

n 3 ton tower AC

o Provision of drinking water with disposable glass and dust bins as per requirement.

14 **Seating Arrangement at Main Cultural Stage: (15 days)**

Brass Sofa (3 -Seater)

Brass Chair (1 -Seater)

Steel cushion chairs with white cover

Plastic Chairs

15 **Dining Hall for Artisans : (25’ X 20’)**

Accepted by Contractor/Decorator
a Framed structure with good quality bamboo and bullah, Cloth walling with tarpaulin roofing, cloth ceiling and provision of 5 wash basins, service counters for buffet service for participants.

30Nos chairs
Ceiling Fan – 6 No.
CFL/LED/T5 tube light - 12 nos.
5A/15A switch and socket – 5 Nos.
Dustbins 4 Nos
Dining Table 2 Nos

b Kitchen : tarpaulin roofing & tin walling provision for water & P.H. connection & light (25’ X 20’)

16 Open Kitchen for Artisans
a Kitchen(50’x20’): Tin walling of 3’0” height along with provision for water & P.H. connection & light.

17 Signage and hoardings
A Printing, display & mounting of flex banners of size 3’ X 6’ with mounting on the way to Toshali Mela (From gate to Mela gate) 100 nos.
B Signage of flex mounted on batten with installation, of size – 8’ X 4’ (You are here) -clearly mentioned Exits 2 nos.
C Signage (flex), 12’ X 7’ as per design , mounting & installation on wooden frame, plywood, flex & Plastic paint 2 nos.
D Glow sign board with framing & display of Indicative Map for facilities available at strategic location (5’-0” x 8’-0”) 4 nos.
E Glow sign board with framing & display of Ground Map at the entrance (12’-0” x 10’-0”) 1 nos.

18 (A) Illumination of Mela Ground:
125 KVA Silent DG set including fuel during the POWER failure 2 nos.
Light Tower of size 4ftx4ftx18ft height made out with Bamboo frame with painting over flex/cotton fabric with applique design/hessain cloth Masking (As per design). 50 nos.
Metal Halide 400W light fitting 400 nos.
1000w Halogen light Fitting 50 nos.
500w Halogen light Fitting

B  **Illumination of parking area:**
Light tower (As per design) of size 4ft x 4ft x 18ft height made out with bamboo frame with black cloth masking.
metal halide 400w light fitting 10 nos.
1000w Halogen light Fitting 30 nos.

C  **Illumination of Entrance road and Pathway:**
Metal Halide 400W light fitting 50 nos.
1000w Halogen light Fitting 20 nos.
500w Halogen light Fitting 50 nos.

D  **Illumination of Ambience:**
Metal Halide 400W (colour) light fitting 200 nos.
Lamp shed pipili applique works (Small) 3000 nos.
Lamp shed pipili applique works (long) 1000 nos.
LED light chain (BLUE & WHITE) 2000 nos.
LED Bar Light 100 nos.

E  i) Fixing of main panel board with main switch, changeover, MCB, Earthing point etc near transformer with cabling as per load requirement.
i) Fixing of Sub- Panel boards with all systems at the different places of the ground with cable wiring from the main panel board as per the requirement 15 nos.

F  **Stage Light for entire event:**
i) PAR-64-1000 wt(OSRAM, Sylvania or GE Bulb only) CP-60,61,62 45 nos.
ii) Galileo Scanner-1200 wt(SGM) 4 nos.
iii) Multitwenty- 2K 6 nos.
iv) Multiten- 1K 4 nos.
v) Jumbo Smoke Machine 2 nos.
vi) Jumbo Strobe Light 2 nos.
vii) 1 Colour Laser 2 nos.
viii) Moving Head(SGM) 2 nos.
ix) HMI Follow Spot 1200 W(SGM) 1 nos.
x) Led Par 20 nos.
x) Halogen 1kw 20 nos.
xii) Appropriate DMX operating Console for Scanner & Moving Head 1 set.
xiii) Appropriate DMX operating Console for LED PAR 1 set.
xiv) 125 KVA Soundless Generator with POL & cabling 1 nos.
Extra lighting for Ramp show if required for 1 day

19 **Stage Sound for entire event:**
- i) 65 KVA Silent DG set including fuel including cabling
  - 2 nos.
- ii) High range top box (pee-vay/JBL, 400wt.)
  - 4 nos.
- iii) High range frequency box (Pee-vay/JBL)
  - 4 nos.
- iv) Bass bin & HF box
  - 4 nos.
- v) Cordless Micro Phone
  - 3 nos.
- vi) Cord Micro Phone
  - 10 nos.
- vii) 24 channel Mixture
  - 2 nos.
- viii) High wattage amplifier
  - 6 nos.
- ix) Effect processor
  - 1 nos.
- x) 3 kw stabilizer
  - 3 nos.
- xi) DVD Player
  - 1 nos.
- xii) Stereo Deck
  - 1 nos.
- xiii) Meeting Microphone (Anti feedback microphone)
  - 2 nos.
- xiv) Standing Box Audience capturing
  - 6 nos.
- xv) Stage Monitor Box
  - 6 nos.
- xvi) Singer Micro Phone
  - 2 nos.

20 **PA System:**
PA System with soft music and announcement provision with announcer having fluency in odia, hindi and english to reach all over the site as per attached general layout. The sound box to be fixed in each light towers for 13 days.

- 1 Set

21 Providing and fitting fire safety devices at the different locations of the mela ground earmarked in the approved drawing or as directed by the competent authority. The contractor/decorator has to ensure the performance ability and evaluation period of the mentioned safety devices.

(A) Fire Extinguisher (10 Kg)
- 100 nos.

(B) Sand & Water Bucket
- 100 nos.

(C') Carbon dioxide extinguisher 4.5Kg.
- 50 nos.

22 Providing and spraying fire retardant solution of approved manufacturer conforming to IS 8758:1993 on walls, ceiling, facias etc of stalls, baricrates, gates, stage etc made out of hessian cloths/fabrics/flex as per approved specifications of fire safety guidelines or as directed by the competent authority.

For entire event
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23 20 nos. of white bed sheets, mats, mattresses, carpets as per requirement for stage (to be replaced each day) 13 days.

24(A) **Water sprinkling of Mela ground and parking area** (15 tankers everyday): 13 days.

(B) **Water for Food stall** : Two tanker water for food court area. (Provision of overhead tank for food stall. Water Supply connection to each food stall) 13 days.

(C) **Drinking Water** : 5x20 ltr. Mineral Water with disposable glass at Control Room on each day 13 days.

(D) **Automatic coffee dispenser** (for staffs & officials) with all required materials and an operator for serving 13 days.

24a **LED Projector Screen with stand, required accessories and connections:** Size:12'x8' with screen & neat black cloth masking full height for entire event ensuring better structural stability to be provided at the suitable places. 2 nos.

25 **Security Arrangement : (The security services must be from Group-4 or equivalent)**
- A Shift (06.00 Am to 2.00 Pm)- 15 guards,
- B Shift (02.00 Pm to 10.00 Pm)- 50 guards,
- C Shift (10.00 Pm to 6.00 Am)- 20 guards, 4 Gunmen
- 1 Supervisor for each shift 13 days.

26 **Toilet Blocks for participants separately for gents & ladies:** Toilet Block & Bathing Complex to accommodate 75 persons at a time with appropriate walling. P.H. fitting, water connection to each toilet, sewerage pit, overhead tank with adequate water supply & storage with 4 sweepers to keep the toilets clean with bleaching powder, phenyl etc (in two locations) Gents and ladies Separately For Entire Event
27 Urinals for visitors separately for gents & ladies and one for Physically Challenged in the respective stall Urinals for ladies & gents separately to accommodate 10 persons \((4\text{ladies}+1\text{PH})+(4\text{gents}+1\text{PH})\) at a time with appropriate walling, ceiling, P.H. fitting, sanitary fittings, two wash basins, water connection to each toilet, sewerage pit, overhead tank with adequate water supply with 2 Nos. sweepers to keep the urinals clean with bleaching powder, phenyl as per requirement etc. (in four locations) with octonum structure with well demarcated signages.

4 Units

28(A) Red/Green Synthetic carpeting for pathways. 10000 sft.
(B) Red/Green net carpeting all over the Mela Ground 500000 sft.

29 Flower Decoration, Ambience Creation & Logistics:
   i) Flower Bouquet for VIPs & Guests 30 nos. per day 13 days.
   ii) Rose Sticks (50 nos. per day) 13 days.
   iii) Flower Decoration for stage and canopy to be changed every alternate day LS
   iv) 500 Flower Pots/plants with watering the pots daily 13 days.
   v) Flower Decoration on the 3 entrance/exit gates, to be changed on alternate day LS
   vi) Stage decoration for demonstration of Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra statue with lamp arrangement. For Entire Event
   vii) 200 nos. of balloons to be floated on the inaugural day 1 day

30 1 no. of big Display balloons of 20' dia with Toshali Mela name & required logo printed over it to be floated high for 13 days

31 Installation of CCTV at strategic points of Mela ground with two nos of monitors minimum 55" inch to be installed in control room/fair office and police control room includings all cabling, fittings and accessories all complete. (20 points as per the direction of the authority) For Entire Event
32 Daily Cleaning & sweeping of Mela ground, cleaning of the Cultural stage, Green room, Food Court, VIP room, Parking audience area etc. (Cleaning & Sanitation equipments with 30 nos. big dustbin) Sweepers: Food Court area: (30 nos. from 03.00 PM to 11.00 PM) Mela Ground, Parking & Dining Area for Artisans: (40 nos. from 7.00 AM to 3.00 PM & 3.00 PM to 11.00 PM in two shifts) 13 days.

33 Video-Recording: Recording the entire event with cultural programme and provide day wise coverage Format HD Video 1080i, shooting & edit (if necessary), must be done on HD 1080i specs and Drone camera, materials for archival purpose must be provided on HD DVD. 13 days.

34 Photographic Coverage: Coverage Sensor type: full frame 35mm (36mmx 24mm), APS-H, Megapixel rating: 18-22 Mp, Proficient Cameraman having experience in covering such events including submission of hardcopies of the photographs with water proof album and two sets of soft copies (Minimum 100 Nos. Photographs per Day) 13 days.

35 Clearing of the site including leveling of the mela ground & Parking with the use of excavator / dozers including filling the area and ditches with sand/earth/morrum, etc. complete in all respects as per requirement of the mela authority.

Lump sum

GRAND TOTAL

(Rupees

Sd/-
Spcl. Secretary to Govt, HT & H Deptt. & Member Secretary, SIDAC
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DETAIL
DRAWINGS &
DESIGNS
NOTE: THE DRAWING IS TENTATIVE. WORKING DWG MAY SUBJECT TO CHANGE DEPENDING ON THE SITE CONDITION & AS PER THE DECISIONS OF THE MELA AUTHORITY/ARCHITECT OF THE EVENT.

DETAILS LAYOUT OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANT:
THE FINISH SHALL INCLUDE WEATHERCOAT COLOURING TO BE APPLIED OVER PVA ON JHUT STRING ROPE, HESSIAN CLOTH, BAMBOO MAT, WOODEN BATTERIES ETC. WITH REQUIRED INTERNAL DECORATIONS AND INTERNAL LIGHTING, MONUMENTAL LIGHTING AS REQUIRED FOR THE WORK COMPLETE. THE BOTTOM OF THE PETALS WILL BE WRAPPED WITH FABRIC OF APPROVED DESIGN & COLOUR ETC.

THEME BASED DISPLAY OVER THE PLATFORM AND TO BE MADE WITH BATTEN FRAMEWORK AND PLY COVERING AND PAINTING WITH APPROPRIATE COLOUR AND MATERIAL. FRAMED STRUCTURE WITH GOOD QUALITY BAMBOO ANDIllUMINATEDFRAMED STRUCTURE ALONG WITH BAMBOO STRIPS. BAMBOO MATS AS REQUIRED TO GIVE THE STABLE SHAPE OF THE STRUCTURE.

NOTE
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPTED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVISE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- WEATHER PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
- FOR NIGHT VISION DECORATIVE LIGHTING TO BE PROVIDED.

DETAILS OF THEME PAVILION OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017
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DETAILS OF THE STAGE OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANT:

SHEET 4

NOTE:

- FIRE RESISTANT RAMP AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADDED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURES PER ADVICE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- WEIGHTED PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
- FOR NIGHT VIEW DECORATING LIGHTING IS REQUIRED.
BAKING FRAUCOMULTURE WITH REQUIRED BAVICO STRIPS/
BAMBOO MATS TO GET THE INITIAL
SHAPE INCLUIND THE ALL ANIMAL/BIRD
MOTIFS. THE FINISH SHALL INCLUDSE
WEATHER COAT COLOURING OVER
POP TO BE APPLIED OVER SHUT
STRING ROPES FIXED OVER THE
BAKING MAT WITH REQUIRED
INTERNAL DECORATIONS AND
INTERNAL LIGHTING, MONUMENTAL
LIGHTINGS AS REQUIRED FOR THE
WORK COMPLETE.

NOTE:
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AN OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPT BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVICE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- WEATHER PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
- FOR NIGHT VISION DECORATING LIGHTING TO BE PROVIDED.
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NOTE:
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPT BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVISE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- WEATHER PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
- FOR NIGHT VISION DECORATIVE LIGHTING REQUIRED.

BAKMOO FRAMING STRIP WITH REQUIRED BAKMOO STRIPS/ BAKMOO MATS TO GET THE INITIAL SHAPE, PLYWOOD AND WOOD BATTEN. FINISHING WITH THERMOCOL, POP ETC FOR MOULDING AND MOTIFS, PAINTED WITH WEATHER COAT.

DETAILS OF ROAD SIDE GATE OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017
TOP ROOF LV=120'

BOTTOM ROOF LV=60'

COUNTER TOP LV=45'

C.L. LV=45'

FRAME AND DESIGNED SLOPE FLAT DECORATIVE FLEXA/TABBOY MESSIAN CLOTH ROOFING OF THE ENTIRE ROOF AREA WITH CUSTOM AND PERFECT BORDERS WITH FLEX/PATCH/NU-MURALS SHOWPIECES FIXED OVER/TOP OF IT AS PER DESIGN.

1 NO. WOODEN COUNTER WITH APPROPRIATE COLOUR CLOTH COVER AND PAINTING AS PER DESIGN OF SIZE

PLATFORM ON STRONG WOODEN BASE OF 6' HEIGHT COVERED WITH MATCHING CARPET

BANQUET CHAIR WITH COVER, ROUND TABLE WITH FRILL & COVER

NOTE:
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADDED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVISE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- PROVIDE PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE AS NEEDED.
- FOR NIGHT VISION DECORATIVE LIGHTING REQUIRED.

DETAILS OF FOOD KIOSK OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017
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TARPALINE ROOFING WITH METALLIC COLOUR OVER POP FINISH ON HESSIAN CLOTH OVER NECESSARY FRAME WORK AS REQUIRED FOR THE DESIGNED SHAPE OF THE ROOF/FABRIC ROOFING WITH SUITABLE BORDER DESIGNS OVER IT AS PER DESIGN AND SAME FOR INTERNAL ROOF.

NOTE:
1. FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPTED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVICE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
2. WEATHER PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
3. FOR NIGHT VISION DECORATIVE LIGHTING REQUIRED.

DETAILS OF HANDICRAFT DEMO STALL OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANT: NESTERS
TARPAULINE ROOFING WITH METALLIC COLOUR OVER POP FINISH ON HESSIAN CLOTH OVER NECESSARY FRAME WORK AS REQUIRED FOR THE DESIGNED SHAPE OF THE ROOF/FABRIC ROOFING WITH SUITABLE BORDER DESIGNS OVER IT AS PER DESIGN AND SAME FOR INTERNAL ROOF.

STEPS PLATFORM ON STRONG WOODEN BASE COVERED WITH MATCHING CARPET

NOTE:
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPTED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVISE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- WIND PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY
- TIGHT NIGHT VISION DECORATIVE LIGHTING REQUIRED.

DETAILS OF HANDLOOM DEMO STALL OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA - 2017  SHEET-10
FRAMED AND DESIGNED SLOPE ROOF DECORATIVE FLEXIBLE FABRIC ROOFING OF THE ENTIRE ROOF AREA WITH SUITABLE AND PERFECT BORDERS WITH HANDLOOM OR HANDICRAFT PATTERNS/PATCHWORK/SHAWLS/SHAWLS/FIXED OVER/TOP OF IT AS PER DESIGN, DECORATIVE PILLARS AS PER DESIGN WITH WOODEN MULLAH AND REQUIRED PATTERNS OVER/P.O.P. FINISH / FLEX DESIGNS/ FABRIC AS PER DESIGNS OF VARIOUS CLUSTERS/THE NAME AND NO. OF THE STALL SHALL BE WRITTEN BY VINYL STICKERING OVER SUNBOARD OF REQUIRED SIZE AS PER APPROVED DESIGN AND DRAWING.

1 NO. WOODEN COUNTER WITH APPROPRIATE COLOUR CLOTH COVER AND REQUIRED PAINTING AS PER DESIGN OF SIZE "8"X"4"X"2.5".

PLATFORM ON STRONG WOODEN BASE OF 8" HEIGHT COVERED WITH MATCHING CARPET AND THE BORDERS TO BE PAINTED/Covered UP WITH THE FABRICS TO MATCH THE THEME.

DETAILS OF THE HANDICRAFT STALL OF 12TH TOSHALI NATIONAL CRAFTS MELA -2017

SHEET-11

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANT:
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FRAMED AND DESIGNED SLOPE ROOF DECOCKED FLAT FABRIC ROOFING OF THE ENTIRE ROOF AREA WITH SUITABLE AND PERFECT BORDERS WITH HANDLOOM OR HANDICRAFT PATTERNS/PATCH MURAL/SHOWPIECES fixed OVER TOP OR IT AS PER DESIGN. DECORATIVE PILLARS AS PER DESIGN WITH WOODEN MULLAH AND REQUIRED PATTERNS OVER P.C.P. FINISH / FLORAL DESIGNS/ FABRIC AS PER DESIGNS OF VARIOUS CLUSTER/S THE NAME AND NO. OF THE STALL SHALL BE WRITTEN BY VINYL STICKERING OVER SUBBOARD OF REQUIRED SIZE AS PER APPROVED DESIGN AND DRAWING.

1. NO. WOODEN COUNTER WITH APPROPRIATE COLOUR CLOTH COVER AND PAINTING AS PER DESIGN OF SIZE - 12" X 2' X 2'6"

PLATFORM ON STRONG WOODEN BASE OF 6" HEIGHT COVERED WITH MATCHING CARPET AND THE BORDER TO BE PAINTED.

NOTE:
1. FIRE RESISTANT PANT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPTED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVICE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
2. INDEPENDENT PROTECTION VERSATILES ARE NEEDED.
3. POST-FIRE VISION DECOCKED CONSTRUCTION REQUIRED.
FRAMED AND DESIGNED SLOPE ROOF DECORATIVE FLOOR/FABRIC ROOFING OF THE ENTRANCE AREA WITH SUITABLE AND PERFECT BORDERS WITH PATTERNS/PATCH/MURAL/SHOWPIECES FIXED OVER/TOP OF IT AS PER DESIGN.
DECORATIVE PILLARS AS PER DESIGN WITH WOODEN BULAVAY AND REQUIRED PATTERNS OVER IT. FINISH AS PER DESIGN OF VARIOUS CLUSTERED THE NAME AND NO. OF THE STALL WILL BE WRITTEN BY VINYL STICKING OVER SURROUNDING OF PLATFORM OVER STANDS AS PER APPROVED DESIGN AND DRAWING.

1 NO. WOODEN COUNTER WITH APPROPRIATE COLOUR CLOTH COVER AND PAINTING AS PER DESIGN OF SIZE: 3" x 3" x 2 1/2".

PLATFORM ON STRONG WOODEN BASE OF 6" HEIGHT COVERED WITH MATCHING CARPET AND THE BORDER TO BE PAINTED.

NOTE:
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY MEASURES MUST BE ADOPTED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER HERE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICIAL.
- ADHESIVE PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
- PREVENT WICK DESTRUCTIVE LIGHTING IS REQUIRED.
TOP ROOF-2 LVL+20’
TOP ROOF-1 LVL+18’
LVL+15’
LVL+8’
PLATFORM LVL+13’
G.L LVL+6’
PLATFORM ON STRONG WOODEN BASE OF 8’ HEIGHT COVERED WITH MATCHING CARPET

"ARPALINE ROOFING WITH METALLIC COLOUR OVER POP FINISH ON HESSIAN CLOTH OVER NECESSARY FRAME WORK AS REQUIRED FOR THE DESIGNED SHAPE OF THE ROOF/FABRIC ROOFING WITH SUITABLE BORDER DESIGNS OVER IT AS PER DESIGN AND SAME FOR INTERNAL ROOF.

NOTE:
- FIRE RESISTANT PAINT AND OTHER FIRE SAFETY FEATURES MUST BE ADOPTED BY THE CONTRACTOR WHILE CONSTRUCTING THE STRUCTURE AS PER ADVISE OF LOCAL FIRE OFFICER.
- WEATHER PROTECTION TO STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY.
- FOR NIGHT VISION DECORATIVE LIGHTING REQUIRED.